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Abstract:
Despite the growing popularity of machine learning
technology, vision‐based action recognition/forecasting
systems are seen as black‐boxes by the user. The effecti‐
veness of such systems depends on the machine learning
algorithms, it is difficult (or impossible) to explain the de‐
cisions making processes to the users. In this context, an
approach that offers the user understanding of these re‐
asoning models is significant. To do this, we present an
Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) based approach to
action forecasting using structured database and object
affordances definition. The structured database is sup‐
porting the prediction process. The method allows to vi‐
sualize the components of the structured database. Later,
the components of the base are used for forecasting the
nominally possible motion goals. The object affordance
explicated by the probability functions supports the se‐
lection of possiblemotion goals. The presentedmethodo‐
logy allows satisfactory explanations of the reasoning be‐
hind the inference mechanism. Experimental evaluation
was conducted using the WUT‐18 dataset, the efficiency
of the presented solution was compared to the other ba‐
seline algorithms.

Keywords: Action prediction, Explainable artificial intelli‐
gence, Object affordances, Structured database, Motion
trajectories

1. Introduction
In the real‑world scenarios forecasting the human

action, before it is executed is a crucial problem. Such
forecasting tool is needed for awide range of applicati‑
ons in assistive, and social robotics.The recent events
due to the global pandemic emphasized the role of ser‑
vice robots as health care assistants. Moreover, the
robots, supporting the therapy of children with au‑
tism are employed to carry out social and assistive
tasks, e.g., rewarding the person (by „musical dance”
or „words of appreciation”) if they performed the ex‑
pected assignment (i.e., activities) without debacle.
Such service robots are also useful for the therapy pro‑
viding the guidance to the caretaker for avoiding any
abnormal activitieswhich can causepotential hazards.
Whendeveloping the safe real‑timehuman‑robot inte‑
raction (HRI) it must be predicted what a person will
do next [9]. Such ability requires tools and methods
describing the temporal structure of human actions.
For this purpose, several approaches such as the pro‑
babilisticmethods,machine learning, or deep learning
methods are widely used. Since the decisionmaking is

shifted from humans to machines, transparency and
interpretability with reliable explanations are signi�i‑
cant for getting a human trust in intelligent systems,
the easiness of systems debugging and managing the
ethical problems. With such capability (and with the
transparency to the users) [15], the intelligent sys‑
tems will be, able to plan ahead the responses with
avoiding potential accidents or system faults.

Recent Machine Learning (ML) based intelligent
systems are becoming increasingly complex, whatma‑
kes dif�icult to the users to understand their acti‑
ons [3]. Machine learning methods turn out to be
un‑interpretable „black boxes”, which causes the pro‑
blems with concluding about these systems robust‑
ness and reliability [1,11]. �xplainable Arti�icial Intel‑
ligence (XAI) is the method that is capable of explai‑
ning its ownbehaviour. XAI is known to have a positive
in�luence on user trust in the understanding of the in‑
telligent systems [14]. Fig. 1 illustrates the difference
between traditional and XAI based reasoning. XAI tho‑
rough the explanations makes the underlying infe‑
rence mechanism of an intelligent system transparent
and interpretable for both: (a) the expert users (sy‑
stem developers) and (b) the non‑expert users (end‑
users) [16,18,19]. It isworthmentioning that, the con‑
cept of XAI follows the work�low of the conventional
machine learning approach in the „learning stage”. Ho‑
wever, the „application stage” offers interpretability
of the learning mechanism, e.g., the signi�icance of the
applied features in the training stage, and how these
features are mapped to the corresponding class label.
Next, the explainability of the inference mechanism
presents the in�luence of the decision systemw.r.t. the
selected features during classi�ications.

Forecasting human actions is a dif�icult problem
that requires expertise in the area of robotics and ar‑
ti�icial intelligence (AI). It involves the use of cognitive
capabilities, e.g. perception, reasoning, prediction, le‑
arning, and planning, etc. and requires the semantics
of the observed behaviour. The goal of this work is
to create such capabilities for the robots to enhance
their potentials to perform human service tasks and
can help human beings with everyday activities. Ha‑
ving said that, such capabilities require human accep‑
tance (i.e., trust, ethics, so on). Since such robotic plat‑
forms are lies at the interaction of human‑robot inte‑
raction and machine intelligence. Therefore, the work
concerning explainability and transparency of the pre‑
diction system is introduced to enhance human trust
in the autonomous service robots.
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Fig. 1. The need for Explainable AI method in terms of transparency and interpretability [12]
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2. Motivation and Objectives
Our work is motivated by the needs of trust sy‑

stem behaviour. The explainable systems are needed
for actions forecasting in robotic autonomous servi‑
cing and care‑giving. To address this challenge, we of‑
fer an adversarial �xplainable Arti�icial Intelligence
(XAI) approach for forecasting human actions using
structured database and object affordances. The pro‑
posed approach was investigated in a supervised set‑
ting.

Comparing to our previous work [5], this paper fo‑
cuses on the conceptual framework of explainability
(i.e., XAI) on the following aspects. First, we give the
short description of the formalization of the problem.
Second, the de�inition of the structured database (ex‑
plainable model) is proposed. Third, the object affor‑
dance explicated by the probability functions and rea‑

soning (summarized in the graphs) is detailed. Finally,
the comparison of the proposed method with the re‑
sults obtained for other baseline methods is made.

The remaining part of the paper discusses this con‑
tribution in detail. Section 3 describes the proposed
method focusing on the concept of the structured da‑
tabase and the object affordance. Section 4 presents
the experimental results. Thepaper endswith the con‑
clusions.

3. Proposed Method
3.1. General Definition

A human action is a state of doing. Since human
action is a broader concept, for the sake of simplicity,
only human actions involving objects are considered
in our work. The proposed adversarial explainable ar‑
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ti�icial intelligence‑based action forecasting consists
of twophases: (a) the training phase (creating the acti‑
ons model through gathering and processing the data
with storing it in the database), and (b) the inference
(prediction). The block diagram of the proposed met‑
hod is depicted in Fig. 2.

Following [6], in this section, we give a general
overview of the action prediction system. The scene
is observed and the objects in the human vicinity are
recognized. The objects are used as the discriminates
for indicating which actions may be nominally taken
by a human being. An action can be performed invol‑
ving some objects. For example, a bottle, a cup, a box is
placedona table, therefore, for an action „reaching” in‑
volved object can be a bottle, a table, a cup, a box. The‑
refore, the objects are used as the discriminates for in‑
dicating which actions will be nominally taken by the
human being.

First, we delineate the applied notations employed
in this manuscript: (a) the capital letter (i.e. S, O) de‑
notes a set, (b) the small letter (i.e. s, a, o) denotes an
element of a set, (c) the upper script denotes the as‑
signation, e.g., Sa means that the set S is assigned to
a, (d) the lower script denotes the concrete element.

An action ai is an elementary transformation of the
human state. Therefore, potentially involved object oai

belongs to the set of all objects which can be involved
in that actionOai (oai ∈ Oai). The action is described
by ai = ai(s

ai
in, s

ai

fin, O
ai). If the speci�ic object op is in‑

volved in action ai, we denote it as ai (op). Naturally,
each action has its initial and �inal state, what is deno‑
ted by (sai

in, s
ai

fin), where sai
in ∈ Sai

in , sai

fin ∈ Sai

fin. It is to
be noted that Sai

in is a set of possible initial states and
Sai

fin is a set of possible �inal states. Introducing Sai =
Sai
in ∪ Sai

fin, the expression ai = ai(s
ai
in, s

ai

fin, O
ai) can

be rewritten as ai = ai(S
ai , Oai).

When forecasting an action, we consider the sce‑
nario (observed scene). The scenario delivers the vo‑
cabulary. First, the objects are identi�ied making the
elements of vocabulary which is used in our database.
Considering the set O of observed objects, based on
the expression ai = ai(S

ai , Oai), all possible actions
are indicated. LetsO = (op, ow, oz), where op ∈ Oai ,
ow ∈ Oam , ow ∈ Oaj , oz ∈ Oai , then the actions ai, aj
and am will be indicated as possible.
3.2. Data Processing and Building the Structured Data‐

base (Explainable Model)
Referring to Fig. 2, the �irst step of the proposed

method is the preprocessing of the recorded obser‑
vations. The temporal segmentation and features ex‑
traction are made in this step. The goal of temporal
segmentation of the video records is partitioned the
recorded data for „discretized” and extracting of the
relevant features from obtained data segments. We
extract three groups of features: (a) human position
hp, (b) object position op, and (c) attributes descri‑
bing human‑object interaction: distance d, angle θ, and
edge e. The temporal distance d and angle θ repre‑
sent the distance and angular variable between hu‑
man hand and the object of interest. Edge e which is
the normalized distance obtained as the distance from

the camera to the human hands normalized by the dis‑
tance between the human hand and the object of in‑
terest. The description of the data processing phase is
detailed in ourpreviouswork [4,10]. Hereweare sum‑
marizing this step.

The mean value µi and variance σ2
i of temporal at‑

tributes (d, θ, e) is obtained during the preprocessing
(training) phase. For each object which can be mani‑
pulated and for each action performed on it, the values
of µd, µθ , µe, σ2

d , σ2
θ , σ2

e are calculated. Next, the data‑
base is created, the base is consisting of action lists ta‑
king into account the possible involved objects, as it
is illustrated in Fig. 3a. As we can see, for each object,
is given the list of possible actions. The database con‑
tains also the parameters (µi, σ2

i ) obtained from the
recorded data segments [10]. With each addition of a
new action or an object, the model must be additio‑
nally „trained” and the additional parameters (µi, σ2

i )
associated with the action (object) must be obtained.
The quantities (µi, σ2

i ) are applied later as the para‑
meters of the affordance (probability) functions used
for prediction of a human hand motion trajectory and
the motion target location. It brings clear interpreta‑
bility of inference mechanism. During the application
(or testing) phase once the objects are identi�ied and
recognized in the camera �ield of view, the database is
accessed. Let us assume, that the objects oz = z and
ow = w are noticed (to shorten the notation, the fol‑
lowing abbreviations were introduced). The parame‑
ters of probability functions assigned to those objects
are accessed (see Fig. 3a). Thereafter, considering the
object affordance functions for ow and oz , the actions
probability is obtained. The action with the highest
probability is selected as the prediction. The possible
future trajectories to the goal of interests are visuali‑
zed by Bezier curves.

Fig. 3b illustrates the replicated representation of
the database in graphical form re�lecting the expressi‑
ons ai = ai(s

ai
in, s

ai

fin, O
ai) and ai = ai(S

ai , Oai). The
nodes represent the human states illustrated by initial
states (i.e., sin) or �inal states (i.e., sfin) and the ed‑
ges illustrate the transformations (actions ‑ a(.)). This
graph built out of the sequence of consecutive actions
ai and ai+1. Therefore, the �inal state sfin of a pre‑
vious action makes naturally an initial state sin of a
next action. The example graph is made for actions
depicted in Fig. 3a. In this example possible sequen‑
ces of actions w.r.t. the objects are: (a) {ai(v), aj(v)}
performed on an object v as it is shown in Fig. 3a,
(b) {ab(z), ac(z), ad(z)}performedononeobject z, (c)
{an(w), ak(w), ad(w), ap(w)} performed on an object
w respectively. Expanding the graphmeans the proper
update of the database with properly feeding it with
objects, actions and calculated quantities collected du‑
ring the training phase [7].
3.3. Object Affordances Representation (Interpretabi‐

lity of the Inference Mechanism)
In this section, we discuss the inference mecha‑

nism of forecasting the human actions. The inputs
are the depth information and the video data. Once
the object is recognized and the features (d, θ, e) are
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Fig. 3. Structured database and its replicated representation in the graphical form [7]

obtained, the set of actions associated with this ob‑
ject is considered (Fig. 3). Then the probability (value
of affordance function) is calculated considering these
actions. The affordance in our case results from the an‑
gular, distance, and edge preference considering the
�inal state of an action (what in our casemeans the hu‑
man hand position on the end of action). For the sake
of simplicity, we can say that during the human hand
motion as the most possible object to be manipulated
(this is associated with the action) will be indicated.
Such object to which the current distance d, angle θ,
and the edge e are closest to (µd, µθ , µe). More pre‑
cisely, applied probability functions will be delivering
the probability of reaching each of the objects of inte‑
rest providing for each of them probability created on
the basis of current value of d, θ, e and the set of µd, µθ ,
µe, σ2

d , σ2
θ , σ2

e . For each possible ai for which the pro‑
bability p(ak) is biggest is calculated using the Eq. 1.
This is an action selection. Such action ak is selected
among all possible actions ai(i = 1, ..., n).

p(ak) = max
ai{i=1,..,n}

{
(pai(e) · pai(θ)) for d > 20cm

(pai(d) · pai(θ)) for d ≤ 20cm

(1)
In our case, the threshold 20cm was selected heuris‑
tically noticing that for the hand being farther than
20cm from all the objects, any object can be targeted.

Therefore, in this case the probability concerning the
edge „preference” p(e) (related to the easiness of mo‑
tion) w.r.t. the action ai is used. For the distance not
bigger than 20cm the distance to the object is more
relevant, therefore the probability considering the dis‑
tance „preference” p(d) instead of p(e) is used, p(θ)
takes into account the angular position towards the
object (details are given in [7]) which represents the
action ai is contemplated. The forecasted trajectory is
obtained using the parameterized cubic equation of
the Bezier curve [7]. Detailed description of the above
functions together with its validation is presented in
our publication [7,10].

4. Experimental Results
The proposed solution was evaluated using two

methods: (a) a comparison with the state‑of‑the‑art
baseline algorithms (model test), (b) quality of prog‑
nosis depending on the amount of transparency of the
decision system (explainability test).

The method was implemented using Intel Core i7
3.10GHz machine with 16 GB of RAM, with 64‑bit Li‑
nux operating system. The C++ and python program‑
ming language (along with TensorFlow, Keras Packa‑
ges) were used as a programming means.

We created publicly available dataset (named as
WUT‑18) of the following daily activities: drinkingwa‑
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Fig. 5. Experimental results of different scenarios: (a) misclassified action, (c) correctly classified action. Results of the
explanation process for inference mechanism using decision trees are depicted in b and d respectively

ter, activating computer, talking to phone, etc. These
activities were performed by 6 participants in 3 dif‑
ferent settings (a) an of�ice, (b) a home, (c) a kitchen.
The participants had neither prior knowledge of the
purpose of the study nor instructions how to perform
each activity. The data sets were collected under RGB‑
D settings, at the rate of 60fps. The cameras range for
human observations was �ixed and covered the rele‑
vant space.

Evaluating the proposed method we used the ben‑
chmark WUT‑18 human activity dataset, and compa‑
red our method with two baseline algorithms: (a) Ar‑
ti�icial Neural Network (ANN) based approach [13],
and (b) Deep Neural Network (DNN) based appro‑
ach [17]. Based on the trials and errors, we selected
the parameters needed in the methods used for com‑
parisons. The following parameters of ANN were de‑
�ined: two hidden layers with 784 nodes each, activa‑
tion function (ReLu, Softmax), optimizer (Adam), ba‑

tch size (64), epochs (500), loss function (categorical‑
crossentropy). Similarly, in DNN the chosen parame‑
terswere: four hidden layerswith following amount of
nodes (560, 560, 256, 120), activation function (ReLu,
Softmax), optimizer (Adam), batch size (64), epochs
(500), loss function (categorical‑crossentropy). The
description of the parameters used in the baseline al‑
gorithms is given in [2,8].

All these algorithms were tested using the same
observation dataset. Evaluation results with respect
to Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves and
confusion matrices are shown in Fig. 4. True positive
fraction means the number of correct responses nor‑
malised over the number of all samples(the decision is
yes and the true response is yes as well), false positive
fraction means the number of wrong responses nor‑
malised over the number of all samples (the decision
is yes but should be not). As it is seen in Fig. 4a, 4c, 4e
the amount of the correct decisions is signi�icantly gre‑
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ater than the wrong decisions.
Fig. 4b, 4d, 4f is showing the so‑called confusion

matrix. The matrix contains the normalised numbers
of predicted answers taking into account the correct
answers. The color scale is visually depicting the num‑
ber of samples for each result. The best accuracy was
achieved for drinking action and the worst accuracy
was achieved for placing action.

Fig. 5 shows the example images (left‑hand side)
together with visualization of the prediction process
(right‑hand side). This �igure justi�ies the applied ex‑
plainable approach which is visualizing the forecas‑
ting process. Fig. 5 illustrates the prediction for both:
correct prediction and failed scenario. As it is seen
the inferencemechanism is commenteddisplaying the
correct decision. All objects considered as possible for
performing an action are given (list – objects), moreo‑
ver in each time instant the names of all possible acti‑
ons are displayed (list – actions).

5. Conclusion
Due to the inability of explaining the decisions and

actions, non‑transparentmachine learning algorithms
should not be directly used in critical applications
suchas assistive robots and servicel robots. Thewrong
decisions of the system can result in harmful conse‑
quences. An explainability is needed when addressing
such problems. To do this, an adversarial Explainable
Arti�icial Intelligence (�AI) based method was propo‑
sed and discussed in this paper, the emphasis is laid on
the explainability in the training and application sta‑
ges.

The paper concerns very important and up‑to‑
date problem of the broadly perceived arti�icial intel‑
ligence, namely the so‑called explainable AI in which
the reasoning process, analyses and actions underta‑
ken are clearly visible and understandable for the hu‑
man being. In such a way the models and procedures,
as well as the results obtained, are trustworthy and
hence much easier implementable. This paper can be
viewed as proposing a conceptual framework and its
proof, but not a complete �inal implementation.

The appliedmethodwas tested using a benchmark
dataset WUT‑18. Fig 5 delineates the use of propo‑
sed probabilistic approach in conjunction with explai‑
nability and interpretability. It offers enhancement in
the transparency of the prediction system which ma‑
kes our solution more comprehensive to the end‑user.
From the series of conducted experiments, it is also
inferred that the proposed approach provides a sig‑
ni�icant improvement in terms of evaluation metrics
when validated against pre‑speci�ied testing sets. Mo‑
reover, the following statistical signi�icance tests are
depicted in Fig. 4, we came to the verdict that the sug‑
gested approach outperforms the state‑of‑the‑art ba‑
seline machine learning classi�iers. Brie�ly, the propo‑
sed framework can eliminate the challenge of provi‑
ding transparency of the decision system and offer an
acceptable accuracy to forecast human actions. Obtai‑
ned results were quanti�ied and the method was vali‑
dated as satisfactory. For selecting the possible actions

we considered the probability functions based on the
normal distributions. We expect to broaden the scope
of applications focusing on the needs of a wide range
of possible end‑users.
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